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Location: Pepsi Center, Denver, Colorado
Commentators: Scott Hudson, Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden

It’s the go home show for New Blood Rising and the show has gone off a
cliff again. In this case there’s the issue of a missing Russo interview
from Thunder, which is likely going to be a major plot point because
Russo continues to be the star of the show despite not actually being on
it. Let’s get to it.

We open with a video on the three way which is the real main event on
Sunday.

The three of them (Goldberg, Scott Steiner and Kevin Nash) arrived
earlier. Oh wait Goldberg was just arriving.

There’s a mud pit by the stage. Oh geez just get it over with already.

Jung Dragons vs. Dark Carnival

There’s a ladder next to the ring. It’s going to be one of those kind of
shows isn’t it? Tank Abbott sits in on commentary and it’s Vampiro vs.
Jamie to open things up. Since Vampiro isn’t very good, he starts with a
release Awesome bomb and clotheslines Jamie out to the floor. The
announcers discuss Tank recording a song with the Dragons as everything
breaks down. The ladder is brought in so Yang can dive onto Muta, only to
have Demon throw Yang to the floor. Kaz enziguris Muta as things settle
again, allowing Yang to hit Muta low for two. Everything breaks down and
Muta mists Yang, setting up the moonsault for the pin.

Rating: D. We had three breakdowns and a ladder along with green mist in
a five minute match. As usual, almost everything on these shows are so
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overbooked that I lose track of what the match is supposed to accomplish.
The action was fine while it lasted, but there was way too much stuff
going on for it to work.

Post match Sting comes in and cleans house with the bat. Sting says
that’s three out of four and the only one left on the list is Goldberg.
He wants Goldberg out here right now but we go to a break instead.

Back with Nash, Steiner and Goldberg being held apart by security
backstage. Steiner gets away and comes to the ring to face Sting. A
challenge is issued and Steiner destroys him with a pipe.

Here’s Cat to yell about Nash, Steiner and Goldberg. We get a semi-
infamous line here as Cat says he would send them home but someone might
pay them, which is a reference to Scott Steiner refusing to do a job and
getting a paid vacation over the Fourth of July weekend. As for tonight,
if any of them mess with things, they’re going to jail. Steiner is going
to face Sting in a pipe on a pole match (Cat: “I’m going to put that pipe
in the middle of the ring and hang it from a pole.”) because the fans
want to see it.

That means it’s time to dance but here’s Lance Storm to interrupt. He’s
won three titles in three weeks so Cat needs to make Storm vs. Booker T.
for the World Title tonight. Cat agrees because booking that match for a
pay per view in Canada with Booker fighting against all odds pales in
comparison to a Jeff Jarrett match.

Kidman comes out for commentary and says he’s going to be holding a
Torrie Wilson Appreciation Night.

Tag Team Titles: Kronik vs. Sean O’Haire/Mark Jindrak

Kronik is defending. It’s a brawl to start with Sean superkicking Adams
while Clark beats up Jindrak on the floor. Cue the Perfect Event for
commentary (of course) as Clark takes out both challengers with a flip
dive off the apron. Back in and Jindrak gets two off a springboard
clothesline before handing it off to Sean.

That goes badly as well with O’Haire walking into a belly to back suplex



and it’s back to Adams for a full nelson slam. High Times gets two on
Jindrak with O’Haire making the save. The Meltdown gets the same, making
me think Jindrak is the worthless half of the team. The Seanton bomb gets
two on Clark but here’s the Perfect Event for the DQ.

Rating: C-. Actually not bad here, even though the high fliers as the
heels is a really weird idea. Kronik are fine as the muscle headed
champions but they’ve had the titles long enough at this point. That
being said, they definitely don’t need to drop them to Perfect Event as
they’re one of the least interesting teams I’ve seen in a very long time.

Jindrak and O’Haire help the Perfect Event beat Kronik down with the
exercise bars. The Filthy Animals come out to beat the champs down as
well. Now the Misfits in Action hit the ring as well to go after the
Animals, who run off with the belts. Yay for faction wars!

Post break the Rection sends the troops out to get the belts back to
Kronik. Gunns on the other hand wants to throw Hancock in the mud and
strip her clothes.

Kanyon tells Torrie to go be his partner in a mixed tag. Torrie: “I’m not
just another blonde bimbo in a D-cup bra.” Instead Kanyon kidnaps Pamela
Paulshock to be his partner.

Buff Bagwell/Judy Bagwell vs. Positively Kanyon/Pamela Paulshock

The guys start and Pamela stays on the apron for absolutely no logical
reason. Buff takes over but stops to strut and pose. Pamela won’t tag in
(Madden: “Hey she wants it. They all want it.”) so Kanyon takes Buff down
on his own instead. A clothesline puts Buff on the floor and Hudson
suggests he tags in his mom. Kanyon shoves Judy off the apron and loads
up a Kanyon Cutter on Pamela. Now brace yourselves for this: Gene
Okerlund runs in for the save and kicks Kanyon low, setting up a
Blockbuster for the pin.

Now we get the Russo interview because we’re just that lucky. Tony
promises that Russo will be shooting from the hip here and you can feel
Russo’s temperature rising at those insider terms. Apparently this is a
different version because some of the stuff couldn’t be said on Thunder



or here tonight.

Russo says we’ll hear the truth about what happened at Bash at the Beach
someday but for now you would have to talk to the lawyers. Tony brings up
Russo leaving the WWF and Russo talks about ratings, including quoting
numbers and saying the company has plateaued since he left (wrong). He
knows there’s a group here who can thrive if they can get around the
politics backstage.

That wasn’t benefiting WCW but now a lot of those people are gone and WCW
is improving. The first time Russo was here, he took the ratings from a
2.8 to a 3.4 but then he left. He’s back to do the right thing for the
young guys now and Booker T. as champion is proof of that. Tony brings up
Russo being on screen in a bunch of angles (his word) and Russo seems
very pleased with his Flair feud. He’s happy with never being on TV
again, even though he’s shooting (his words) about knowing Flair has a
receipt for him.

Russo is from New York and has his eyes on Starrcade which is taking
place in Long Island (no it’s not). He wants John Rocker in the ring at
Starrcade to give him a beating. For those of you not familiar with 2000
sports references, Rocker was a pitcher for the Atlanta Braves who went
on one heck of a rant against New York, making sure to insult almost
every group of people you can imagine in the process.

Russo doesn’t care what the ratings are and doesn’t care what Nash,
Goldberg and Steiner are talking about doing in the three way on Sunday.
They don’t like people they work for but Russo doesn’t like some of the
people working for him. “And that’s a shoot.” The finish will be what’s
best for the company and that’s that.

I’m almost to the point where I can’t even get annoyed at these things
anymore. The worst part is looking back at these interviews and
statements that he makes on national television and wondering how so many
people gave him job after job over the years. At least here he’s just a
year removed from working in the WWF and having real success. After that
though it’s been one disaster after another with stuff like this making
Russo look like the most out of his mind writer ever.



On top of that, we’re just supposed to forget about Russo being all evil
to Ric and accept him as the savior of the company who is standing up for
the young guys, apparently none of whom got where they are on their own.
No, only Nash, Goldberg and Steiner are actually doing anything on their
own. Just as it was before: the old guys are the stars and the young guys
are given whatever Russo hands them. What a mess this company is and what
a maroon Russo really is.

Sting vs. Scott Steiner

Pipe on a pole match with Sting going off with a chair to start. They
head inside with Sting nailing a dropkick but diving into an overhead
belly to belly (not a t-bone Tony). Scott takes over with his usual and
gets two off the bicep elbow. The announcers aren’t exactly clear on how
you win here because they’re not all that bright. Sting tries a
clothesline but the referee gets decked, drawing out Rick Steiner. Rick
grabs the pipe and throws it to Scott, which apparently counts as a win.

Rating: D-. So the referee didn’t know how to win either? And we had a
run-in and a ref bump? On top of that there was barely any reason for the
pipe and pole rules as neither guy showed any interest in going for it.
This is another great example of how off the wall everything they’re
doing right now really is.

Scott hits Sting with the pole and chokes him until Nash runs out with a
chair for the save. Security breaks everything up.

Post break, Nash/Sting vs. the Steiners is made.

Mike Awesome and his friend Heidi are out for commentary.

WCW World Title: Lance Storm vs. Booker T.

Booker is defending. Before the match, Storm says he’s going to become an
all time Canadian great like Wayne Gretzky, Donovan Bailey, Doug Flutie
(American who played in Canada) and Warren Moon (same). Booker starts
fast with a spinning kick to the face as Heidi has ham sandwiches
delivered. This causes an argument as she wanted donuts but she’ll settle
for the sandwiches. Storm sends Booker to the floor for a dive as Madden



makes Mama Cass jokes.

Back in and Lance can’t get the Maple Leaf on the bad leg and a superkick
is blocked as well. Booker’s two kicks get a near fall but Storm spins
out of a German suplex attempt and grabs the Maple Leaf. The chants of
USA get Booker over to the ropes and he comes back (with his leg
seemingly fine) with a spinebuster for two. A missile dropkick gets the
same on Storm but the Book End is enough to put him away and retain
Booker’s title.

Rating: B. That might be high but I was having a good time with this,
sandwiches and bad comedy aside. Storm has been on a roll since he got
here and this was the logical payoff for his angle. I do kind of wish
they had built it up more though and not done the whole thing in the span
of a month but it’s been fun while it’s lasted.

Post match Jeff Jarrett runs in and goes after Booker’s knee again,
including breaking the Canadian flag over the leg. Storm will have none
of that and decks Jarrett, only to have Jeff take it to the floor. The
guitar hits Heidi though and Awesome is furious. Mike chases Jeff back
inside and right into a Book End.

After a break, Jarrett wants a match with Awesome tonight.

A-Wall goes looking for the Filthy Animals and finds the Nitro Girls by
mistake, earning him a beating with shoes.

It’s time for Torrie Wilson Appreciation Night. Kidman comes out and
apologizes for everything he’s done to Torrie in recent weeks and offers
chocolates and champagne to make up for it. We see Shane and Torrie
arguing in the back over whether this is legit or not. Here’s Torrie to
accept the flowers but she looks a bit confused.

Kidman talks about her sweet sixteenth birthday party and we’ve got
another tape. The video shows a good sized woman eating cake as fast as
she can, not even waiting for the candles to be blown out. Photos of
Torrie at 16 rain down from the ceiling and here’s Shane for a failed
save attempt. Instead Reno comes out and drops Kidman with the Roll of
the Dice.



MIA and the Animals are brawling in the back but the Animals get into a
car with the titles. They open a door and find Kronik waiting with
sledgehammers, because that’s where those two stand all the time. Disco
surrenders the belts and gets chokeslammed onto the hood of the car.

Major Gunns drags Tygress out to the mud pit but Miss Hancock comes out
to jump Gunns, leaving all three of them in the mud. Gunns gets the worst
of it.

Mike Awesome vs. Jeff Jarrett

Awesome starts fast and throws Jeff down with a suplex. A Stinger splash
in the corner sets up some right hands to Jarrett’s head until he elbows
Mike out to the floor. Mike gets in a chair to the back and it’s already
table time. Jeff hits him in the ribs with the chair to save himself and
they head back inside. Awesome runs up the corner for a back elbow to
drop Jarrett again. Ignore the fact that he missed Jeff by a few feet and
took him down with the wrong elbow.

Cue Lance Storm with the broken flag for a distraction but Mike
clotheslines Jeff’s head off anyway. Storm offers another distraction so
Jeff can rip a chain from around Awesome’s neck to knock him down for
two. Mike knocks Storm onto the table but walks into the Stroke to give
Jeff the pin.

Rating: D+. Not terrible here and it was much more about the storyline
development than the match itself. Storm vs. Awesome could have been fun
if they had just let them have a match but I’m sure you know how that’s
going to go. Fun enough match here though, despite there being way too
much going on.

Kwee Wee insults Pamela’s clothes and tells everyone that they won’t like
him when he’s angry. There’s a woman with him named Papaya, who Kwee Wee
refers to as his wife.

Kevin Nash/Sting vs. Steiner Brothers

Before the match, Steiner threatens to put his foot so far up one of them
that they’ll be flossing with his shoelaces. I wonder if we’ll have any



mention of Sting and Nash being former World Tag Team Champions. Brawl to
start of course with the Steiners being sent out to the floor, meaning
it’s time to stall a lot.

Rick and Nash start things off with Big Kev getting in his stuff in the
corner. Nash shrugs off some right hands in the corner and slams Rick
down to set up a top rope splash from Sting. A rake to Sting’s eyes
allows for the tag off to Scott and it’s time for the Tree of Woe choke.
It’s back to Rick for two off a belly to belly as the announcers talk
about the backstage issues leading into the triple threat.

Sting fights back and dives over for the hot tag behind Scott’s back.
Everything breaks down and Sting is tagged back in, only to get suplexed
by Scott. Nash powerbombs Rick onto but not through the announcers’
table. Cue Goldberg to break up the Recliner, giving Sting the pin on
Scott.

Rating: D-. Yeah what else were you expecting here? No one was really
interested in doing anything and it was more about setting up the triple
threat than any issues these guys happened to be having. Rick Steiner
continues to just be there despite no real reason for having that spot.
Well other than being the brother of a crazy man that is.

Post match Goldberg kicks Sting down and stares Nash down to end the
show.

Overall Rating: D. There was some good stuff in here but not enough to
save it. The problem continues to be either the over thinking or the flat
out nonsense that they throw in and unfortunately you know it’s only
going to get worse. Guys like Booker and Storm can only do so much so
enjoy them while you can. Otherwise….egads this place is a mess.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU


at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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